MR-guided intravascular interventions: techniques and applications.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) offers several advantages over other imaging modalities that make it an attractive imaging tool for diagnostic and therapeutic procedures. This tremendous potential of MRI has provided the rationale for increased attention toward MR-guided endovascular interventions. MR guidance has been used recently to navigate endovascular catheters and deliver stents, vena cava filters, embolization materials, and septum closure devices. However, its potential goes beyond just copying existing procedures toward the development of new minimally invasive techniques that cannot be performed with conventional guiding techniques. Because of technical limitations and safety issues associated with some of the currently available devices, a limited number of clinical studies have been performed so far. The overall success for this developing field requires considerable interdisciplinary research within both the interventional and the MR community. Only through a combined effort can this complex technology find its way into clinical practice. This review discusses the hardware and software improvements that have helped to advance endovascular interventions under MR imaging guidance from a pure research tool to become a clinical reality. In addition, technical and safety issues specific to endovascular MR image guidance will be described and practical applications will be shown that take advantage of the benefits of MR for endovascular interventions.